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SCAMS

- DO NOT buy any on-line or mail type of Covid-19/Coronavirus tests. None are recommended by the CDC and any offered now are SHAMS.

- Do NOT click any links from any text messages regarding Coronavirus/COVID-19.

- “Impact Payment” is the official term. “Stimulus Check” or “Stimulus Payment” ARE NOT and indicate fraud.

- DO NOT sign over your economic impact payment check to anyone

- DO NOT respond to phone, email, text, or social media for verification of personal or banking information “needed” to receive payment.

- NO ONE is authorized by the IRS to help you get your payment faster.

- DO NOT cash weird looking checks or call the call number to verify it.
- NO ONE can help you get your stimulus funds faster. Criminals are calling seniors, pretending to be from the Department of Revenue, and offering stimulus check via phone or email.

- NO ONE can give you your stimulus funds via a gift card.

- There is NO medical cure or treatment for Coronavirus.

- There are NO home test kits for Coronavirus

- ONLY give to charities you have given to in the past.

- Fraudulent letters threatening suspension of Social Security benefits due to COVID-19-related office closures are FAKE.

- DO NOT open CDC and the World Health Organization e-mails, unless you subscribed to them

- Alabama Power DOES NOT call customers and ask for payment over the phone.

- HANG UP on Robocalls to sell coronavirus cleaning products

- E-mails from charities: Call the charity office directly to CONFIRM

- Medicare: Guard Your Card!